Abstract. We review recent results in the theory of numbers and single-valued functions on the complex plane which arise in quantum field theory. We use the results to calculate the renormalization functions β, γ, γm of dimensionally regularized φ 4 theory in the minimal subtraction scheme up to seven loops.
Introduction
Quantum field theories (QFTs) are fundamental theories of physical interactions. Physical QFTs are the Electroweak theory which combines electromagnetism with the weak interaction, Quantumchromodynamics which describes the interaction between quarks and gluons, and φ 4 theory for the Higgs boson. Gravity has not yet found a quantum formulation.
Although QFTs are experimentally very well confirmed (see e.g. the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron for an impressive example, Sect. 4.10 [2, 33, 38, 39] ), a complete mathematical understanding of QFTs is lacking. On the one hand there are fundamental questions like the existence and structure of QFTs. On the other hand there is demand for practical tools to perform QFT calculations. Due to the mathematical difficulty of QFTs progress is modest. Here, we report on some recent results in both directions.
For a while it seemed possible that the number content of QFT is given by multiple zeta values (MZVs) which are multiple sums that generalize the Riemann zeta function at positive integer arguments. Assuming standard conjectures it has now been proved that this is not the case [20, 19] .
With the theory of graphical functions, a tool was developed to perform multiloop calculations in massless scalar field theories [49, 31, 29] . A first notable breakthrough was the proof of the zig-zag conjecture [7, 21] which gives an explicit formula for periods of zig-zag graphs (see Thm. 4.8) .
For more general applications it was necessary to introduce a novel family of singlevalued functions on the complex plane: generalized single-valued hyperlogarithms (GSVHs, see Sect. 4.7). Generalized single-valued hyperlogarithms vastly generalize single-valued multiple polylogarithms. Nevertheless it was possible to translate the vital properties of single-valued multiple polylogarithms into the framework of GSVHs [51] . A Maple TM package was developed that can calculate many periods in φ 4 theory up to 11 loops [54] . With a large amount of data available, the structure of φ 4 periods could be connected to the Galois theory of algebraic integrals [17, 18, 44] .
To make further contact to physics it is necessary to regularize integrals which diverge in four dimensions. This is often done by generalizing to 4−ǫ 'dimensions' (which can be defined in a parametric representation of QFT integrals [34] ). Using GSVHs it was possible to obtain ǫ-expansions for QFT periods and graphical functions. The procedure Phi4 in HyperlogProcedures calculates the β-function and the anomalous dimensions γ and γ m up to seven loops in the minimally subtracted O(n) symmetric φ 4 theory [54] . The self energy can be calculated to six loops (see Sect. 4.9 for results in the case n = 1).
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General idea
In QFT, graphs are used to symbolize integrals. One first has to fix a space-time dimension d which, for brevity, we connect to the parameter λ according to
The graphs allowed depend on the QFT chosen. Here we are mainly interested in φ 4 theory which limits the vertex degree to four. Feynman rules translate graphs to integrals. They exist in momentum and in position space with integration over ddimensional variables associated to independent cycles or vertices, respectively. For massive theories one needs to use momentum space to obtain explicitly algebraic integrands. Here we are mostly interested in massless calculations which allows us to use position space.
The general setup is as follows. Assume G is a graph with edges E(G) and vertices V(G). We do not assume here that every vertex in G has maximum degree four. Every edge e ∈ E(G) has a weight ν e ∈ R. We assume that G has no self loops (tadpoles). This is common in dimensionally regularized massless theories. The edge weight is additive, i.e. a multiple edge in G is equivalent to a single edge with weight equal to the weight sum of the multiple edge. Therefore, we only need to consider single edges. We split the set of vertices into 'internal' vertices V int (G) and 'external' vertices V ext (G). To every vertex we associate a d dimensional variable and do not distinguish between the vertex and the variable. We use x i , i = 1, . . . , V int (G) = |V int (G)| for internal vertices and z i , i = 1, . . . , V ext (G) = |V ext (G)| for external vertices. To every edge e = {u, v} ∈ E(G) between the two vertices u, v ∈ V(G) (internal or external) we associate a quadric Q e which is given by the Euclidean distance between (the variables associated to) u and v,
Assume the graph G has the property that the following integral exists
Due to translational and scale invariance the integral can only exist if G has at least two external vertices. In the case of exactly two external vertices the integral is determined up to a constant by these symmetries,
The number P (G) ∈ R + is the Feynman period of G.
In primitive logarithmically divergent physical graphs (with external legs) the residue (in the regulator) is given by the period of the graph with amputated external legs. Therefore the calculation of periods is of great importance for renormalizing QFTs (see e.g. [7] ).
Without loss of information we set z 1 = '0' = (0, . . . , 0) and z 2 = '1' = (1, 0, . . . , 0) (we may associate to the vertex 1 any unit vector in R d ) and obtain
In the case of three external vertices we can again exploit the symmetry of the integral to reduce the number of variables. In this case we may use a complex variable z (and its complex conjugate z) to describe the functional behavior of f (λ)
G . We obtain the 'graphical function' (which we also give the symbol f
In full generality f
is a positive single-valued real analytic function on C\{0, 1} [31] with the residual symmetry
The benefit of complex numbers is that quadrics between external vertices factorize
General graphs with four or more external vertices lead to functions which effectively depend on a variable in R 3 . Such functions do not have this factorizing property. An exception are 'conformal' graphs with four external vertices where every internal vertex has degree 2d/(d − 2). In this case one may use an inversion x i → x i /||x i || 2 to reduce the integral to the case of three external vertices e.g. [29] , [46] . Here, we go the opposite direction and 'complete' graphical functions to conformal graphs with four external vertices [49] . We will see in Section 4.1 that this is useful to exploit the full symmetry of graphical functions.
In the following we restrict ourselves to the above two cases, periods and graphical functions. In φ 4 theory four point functions are formally conformal. However, only the tree level contribution is convergent. A practical tool to resolve divergences is to transform all integrals in a parametric form using the Schwinger trick [34] . In parametric form one integrates over one-dimensional variables associated to the edges of the graph. The dimension d enters the integrand as an exponent. It is hence possible to consider d as a parameter and use analytic continuation to d = 4 − ǫ (losing conformal invariance). All parametric integrals have Laurant expansions at ǫ = 0. Graphical functions are amendable to such a procedure. A general parametric representation of graphical functions is given in [31] (which generalizes a formula in [40] ).
Numbers
A graph G is called φ 4 if G has maximum vertex degree four. The period of a φ 4 graph in d = 4 dimensions is a φ 4 period. The loop order of G is the number of independent cycles in G. 3.1. Completion. We 'complete' a graph G with two external vertices 0 and 1 by adding a new external vertex which we give the label '∞' (as reference to conformal symmetry) [47] . We add edges from ∞ to all internal vertices in G such that every internal vertex has degree 2d/(d − 2). Finally, we add a weighted triangle with vertices 0, 1, ∞ such that the completed graph becomes 2d/(d − 2) regular. We denote the completion of G by G. It is easy to see that completion is always possible and unique. If we employ the Feynman rule that every edge e adjacent to ∞ has quadric Q e = 1 we find that the period (1) does not change under completion.
The power of completion is that the period of a completed graph does not depend on the choice of the external vertices 0, 1, ∞. This was proved in four dimensions in Theorem and Definition 2.7 in [47] . The d dimensional case is strictly analogous. Hence, in G we do not need the distinction between internal and external vertices. We henceforth consider G as an unlabeled graph.
Obviously, different graphs G 1 and G 2 can have the same completion. In this case completion implies equality of their periods:
This identity on periods was already used in [7] . Completion is effectively a tool to organize equivalence classes of graphs with identical period. We define P (G) := P (G) if G is the completion of G. The loop order of a completed graph G is defined as the number of independent cycles in the uncompleted graph G. So, by definition, completion does not change the loop order.
3.2. Existence. In four dimensions the period of a completed graph G with edgeweights 1 exists if and only if G is internally 6-connected. This means that the only way to cut G with less than 6 edge cuts is to separate off a vertex (Prop. 2.6 in [47] ).
In general, a Feynman period P (G) can be considered as a graphical function (see Sect. 4.1) with an isolated external vertex z. Existence of P (G) in general is hence a special case of the criterion for the existence of graphical functions in Thm. 4.3. A completed graph with existing period in four dimensions is called completed primitive [47] .
3.3. Product identity. The period of a completed graph G can only exist if G has vertex connectivity ≥ 3 (the vertex connectivity is the minimum number of vertices which, when removed, split the graph). The period of a completed graph G with vertex-connectivity three factorizes in the way depicted in Figure 1 . Reversely, completed primitive graphs G 1 , G 2 with triangles can be glued along triangles to provide a completed graph with period P (G 1 )P (G 2 ). The case d = 4 with unit edge-weights was treated in Thm. 2.10 in [47] . The general case (where the weights of the triangles follow from 2d/(d − 2) regularity) is analogous. A completed graph with vertex connectivity three is called reducible, otherwise it is irreducible [47] . A list of all irreducible completed primitive graphs up to eight loops (in four dimensions with unit edge weights) is given in Table 3 at the end of this report. HyperlogProcedures extends this list to eleven loops [54] .
Because not all completed primitive graphs have triangles (see e.g. P 6,4 in Table 3 ) it is unclear if, in general, the product of Feynman periods is a Feynman period. In particular, one may ask if the Z-span of φ 4 periods is a ring (or-weaker-if φ 4 periods span a Q algebra).
3.4. Twist and Fourier identity. There exist two more known identities on φ periods. The (for graphs with many vertices) frequent twist identity and the rare Fourier identity [47] . The Fourier identity was already used in [7] . The first example of a twist identity which is not also explained by a Fourier identity appears at eight loops. Twist and Fourier identities are listed in Table 3 .
Recent results on the Hepp invariant seem to indicate that more identities between periods exist (see Sect. 3.8) . [54] 468.038 498 992 Figure 5 ). The periods of the zig-zag family are rational multiples of the Riemann zeta function at odd arguments (see Thm. 4.8) .
At six loops the φ 4 periods P 6,3 and P 6,4 have a zeta double sum of weight eight. In general, Feynman periods are often multiple zeta values (MZVs) which are Q linear combinations of multiple zeta sums
At seven loops there exists a single period, P 7,11 , which (conjecturally) is not expressible in terms of MZVs. The period P 7,11 (see Figure 2 ) features an extension of MZVs by (some) sixth (or third) roots of unity. We give the result in the f 6 alphabet with respect to the corresponding even parity Deligne basis [44] (a presentation of P 7,11 with smaller numerators and denominators is given in [9] ): There exists a lengthy conversion of the period P 7,11 in terms of multiple polylogarithms evaluated at primitive sixth roots of unity. The period P 7,11 was calculated by Erik Panzer (using his program HyperInt) in his PhD thesis [41] in terms multiple polylogarithms. With HyperlogProcedures the result was converted into the f alphabet [54] .
At eight loops still most periods are MZVs. Beyond MZVs we found for the period P 8,33 an expression of weight 13 which is similar to P 7,11 . Moreover, there exist four periods of an entirely new type. The geometry underlying these periods is no longer a punctured sphere C\{0, 1, . . .}. Instead of point punctures we obtain in two cases K3 surfaces [20] . In the other two cases we found a threefold and a fivefold, respectively. All four varieties are modular of low level [22] .
Beyond eight loops periods associated to non modular varieties are expected [22] .
3.6. The coaction conjectures. In (3) a letter f 6 of even weight (subscript) appears only in the leftmost position. This is a consequence of a Galois structure in φ 4 periods.
In [37] M. Kontsevich and D. Zagier defined the Q algebra of periods P as integrals of rational forms over Q. Feynman periods are periods in this sense. By general philosophy there should exist a Galois coaction on P [1, 32, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18] , (4) ∆ :
where the left hand side of the tensor product is the Hopf algebra of de Rham periods.
(Note that in some publications P dr coacts on the right hand side.) In the special case of φ 4 periods the right hand side (and also the left hand side) of (4) seems to be severely restricted. A mathematical theory with first results is in [17] . The data of approximately 300 known φ 4 periods up to 11 loops led to the following possible scenarios [44] for the Q algebra P φ 4 generated by φ 4 periods. (More precisely, in this article ∆ is the unipotent part of the coaction.) Scenario 1.
Scenario 2.
where
is the reduced coaction.
Scenario 2 means that for a given φ 4 period of n loops the right hand side of the tensor product is in the Q vector space spanned by Feynman periods of all graphs with at most n − 1 loops.
Note that P φ 4 and P F are very sparse in P, so that the Scenarios 1 and 2 have huge predictive power on P φ 4 . Presumably P φ 4 also is very sparse in P F . The coaction conjectures are (5) and (6).
3.7.
The c 2 invariant. The c 2 invariant assigns to every graph with at least three vertices an infinite sequence which is indexed by prime powers q = p n [48] ,
where c 2 (G) q is in Z/qZ. The c 2 invariant is linked to the period integral in four dimensions. With a metric signature (+, −, +, −) instead of the Euclidean signature it can be defined via the point-count N q of the singular locus of the period integral (1) over the finite field F q [23, 28] . For graphs with at least three vertices, N q is divisible by q 2 and we define
In practice, it is more efficient to calculate the c 2 invariant in parametric space where the above equation is still valid [48, 20] . The power of the c 2 invariant is twofold: First, there exist powerful tools which make it possible to determine the c 2 invariant for many graphs. If the c 2 invariant cannot be fully calculated, it is still possible to determine the c 2 invariant for small primes [22, 56] . For all completed primitive φ 4 graphs up to ten loops the c 2 is known for at least the first six primes (in most cases much more) [22] .
Second, the c 2 invariant has some predictive power for the period. In particular, if two graphs have the same period, they are conjectured to have the same c 2 invariant,
All graphs with c 2 invariant −1 (i.e. c 2 (G) q ≡ −1 mod q for all q) should have an MZV period. If the c 2 invariant is −z 2 , with
then the period is expected to be an Euler sum (due to the coaction conjectures, in many cases these periods are still MZVs [44] ). The c 2 invariant of the periods P 7,11 and P 8,33 are −z 3 . This links the c 2 invariant to the sixth roots of unity which exist in (3) .
The connection between φ 4 periods and higher dimensional geometries (in some graphs with at least eight loops) is proved with the c 2 invariant [20, 22] .
This led to the proof (assuming standard transcendentality conjectures) that not all φ 4 periods are MZVs or extensions of MZVs by algebraic numbers [20, 19] . Concretely, it was shown that P 8,37 is linked in such a way to the geometry of a K3 surface (which is modular of weight 3 level 7) that the 'motivic' period cannot be mixed Tate.
The c 2 invariant can also be zero (i.e. c 2 (G) q ≡ 0 mod q for all q). In this case the period (conjecturally) has 'weight drop'. This means that the transcendental weight of the period is strictly smaller than the maximum value 2ℓ − 3 in loop order ℓ.
Note that the c 2 invariant seems very sparse for φ 4 periods. It can be conjectured that for any fixed dimension (of the lowest dimensional manifold whose point-count gives the c 2 ) there exist only finitely many c 2 s to all loop orders. For dimension 0 we have −z N for N = 1, 2, 3, 4. In dimension 1 there seems to be nothing. We possibly only have three two-folds (which are modular K3s of low level) and five modular threefolds in φ 4 [22] . This is in stark contrast to the situation in P F (including non-φ 4 graphs) where we expect that we see basically any geometry over Z in the c 2 .
An interesting recent result by K. Yeats (private communication 2017) is that we seem to see any finite sequence of prime remainders in the c 2 of φ 4 graphs. Note that this does not contradict the sparsity of φ 4 c 2 s (because c 2 s are infinite sequences).
3.8. The Hepp invariant. For any graph G with edge weights {ν e }, e ∈ E(G) and a ∈ C we recursively define the following Hepp invariant:
where N (G) = e∈E(G) ν e is the sum of edge weights and h 1 (G) is the (Betti) number of independent cycles in G. A graph with no edges has Hepp invariant 1.
Lemma 3.1. The Hepp invariant has the following properties:
(1) If the removal of the edge e disconnects the graph
is the product of the Hepp invariants of its components (cutting at split vertices without removing edges). (3) Assume a vertex v in G is adjacent to exactly two edges e and f with weights ν e and ν f . We construct a smaller graph G ′ by contracting the edge e (or f ) in G and giving f (e) the weight ν e + ν f . Then H a (G) = H a (G ′ ).
Proof. Straight forward induction over the number of edges in G.
The above lemma can be used to efficiently calculate the Hepp invariant of reasonably large graphs. Note that every forest has Hepp invariant 1.
If a graph G has a Feynman period in d = 4 dimensions then H a (G) trivially has a simple pole at a = 2. We define the Hepp period of G as the residue,
Erik Panzer recently found that the Hepp period is closely related to the Feynman period [43, 36] . It approximates the Feynman period surprisingly well,
with an error of a few percent. The numerical estimates for the unknown eight loop periods in Table 3 were obtained by a refinement of (10) . Even more surprisingly, the Hepp period seems to know all identities between periods.
At eight loops the above conjecture requires P 8,30 = P 8,36 and P 8,31 = P 8, 35 . There is no sequence of twists or Fourier identities known that proves these identities.
Assuming Conj. 3.2 for completion, the product identity (Sect. 3. It is easy to see that P (G) ≤ 2 h1(G) H(G) which is the classical Hepp bound for periods. Erik Panzer has achieved a certain refinement of this bound [43] . We conjecture that the Hepp period is a (crude) upper bound for the period, P (G) ≤ H(G).
Functions
Let G be a graph with external vertices 0, 1, z such that the graphical function f (λ) G exists.
4.1.
Completion. Like in the case of periods, completion exploits conformal symmetry to handle equivalence classes of closely related graphical functions. Again, we add an external vertex '∞' which connects to all internal vertices of G with weights that give the internal vertices weighted degree 2d/(d−2). Now, we add edges {z, ∞}, {0, 1}, {0, ∞}, {1, ∞} such that all external vertices have weighted degree 0. This provides the completion G of G. The graphical function f (λ) G of the completed graph G is defined as the graphical function of G \ ∞ (edges adjacent to ∞ have quadric 1). Clearly, the graphical function does not change under completion. Completion is always possible and unique. In three or four dimensions we also know that the completed graph G has integer edge weights if G has (Lemma 3.18 in [49] ).
A permutation of external vertices in a completed graph results in a Möbuis transformation of the argument z: Theorem 4.1 (Theorem 3.20 in [49] ). Let σ : {0, 1, z, ∞} → {0, 1, φ(z), ∞} be a permutation of {0, 1, z, ∞} followed by a Möbius transformation z → φ(z) such that σ preserves the cross ratio (0, 1; z, ∞), i.e.
Then f
, where the Möbius transformation in the label of σ(G) acts on the argument of the graphical function. In particular, f Because edges between external vertices produce trivial factors, completed graphical functions with stripped off edges between external vertices are equivalence classes graphical functions of the same type. In four dimensions all those graphical functions with edge weights one and at most seven vertices are known [54] .
Example 4.2. The smallest non-trivial graphical function has four vertices and three edges (see Figure 3) . In four dimensions, this graphical function is given by the BlochWigner dilogarithm (see e.g. [57] ). G is best formulated in terms of the completion G. exists if and only if for any vertex subset V ⊂ V(G) with at least two vertices and at most one external vertex the following inequality holds,
where N g is the sum of edge weights in the induced subgraph g of V in G (i.e. g has all the edges of G that have both vertices in V ).
In Example 4.2 we only have the case |V | = 2 and N g = 1, so that f (14) f
G is a positive single-valued real analytic function on C \ {0, 1, ∞}. 
is immediate by symmetry. It also follows from the parametric representation of graphical functions [31] . Property (G2) is proved in [31] while (G3) will be handled in [50] . Conjecture 4.12 gives additional information on the leading terms of the above expansions. In the case of odd dimensions there exist expansions at 0, 1, ∞ which are similar to (15) and (16) with a square root (z − z 0 )(z − z 0 ) [50] .
Appending edges.
Edges between external vertices give factors in a graphical function. In the case that an edge is appended to the vertex z creating a new vertex z (see Figure 4 ) the graphical functions are related by a differential equation [49, 30] . Lemma 4.5. In the setup of Figure 4 we have
where Γ(λ) = ∞ 0 x λ−1 exp(−x)dx is the gamma function.
The differential equation is particularly simple in d = 4 dimensions (λ = 1). In this case we (uniquely) obtain the graphical function of G 1 by single-valued integration with respect to z and z (see [49] ). Proof. Assume f with properties (G1) -(G3) is in the kernel of the differential operator for λ = 1. Because of (G2), g(z) = ∂ z (z − z)f (z) is meromorphic. We use (15) with
and conclude that g is holomorphic on C. From (16) with N ∞ , M ∞ ≤ −1 we get g(∞) = 0, hence, by Liouville's theorem, g = 0. Therefore f = h(z)/(z − z) for some anti-holomorphic function h. With (G1) we obtain h = 0.
Beginning with the empty graphical function we can construct many graphical functions by appending edges (see [49, 21] ). A particularly simple class of such graphical functions is handled by the following theorem.
Theorem 4.7. Let G be a graph with external vertex width four (constructible in [49] ), i.e. G can be constructed from the empty graph by adding edges between external vertices, permuting external vertices, and appending edges. If G has no edges between external vertices then we obtain in d = 4 dimensions,
G (z) = P (z)/(z − z), where P is a single-valued multiple polylogarithm [10] of weight 2V int (G).
The proof of the theorem will be in [50] . Note that the theorem is consistent with Example 4.2.
In d = 4 − ǫ dimensions edges can still be appended if one expands f (λ) G into a Laurant series in ǫ to a given order. The procedure, however, is more subtle, see Sect. 4.8.
4.5.
Identities. There exist many identities for graphical functions. A Fourier-identity relating planar duals was proved in [31] . Like in the case of periods there also exists a twist identity. Some complicated graphical functions can be calculated by a Gegenbauer technique [49, 50] . All known identities are included in HyperlogProcedures which (among other things) can calculate many graphical functions [54] . If a graphical function is inaccessible to all of these methods then sometimes it can still be calculated by parametric integration, due to F. Brown [11, 12] and E. Panzer [41, 42] .
In [3] B. Basso and L. J. Dixon provide an intriguingly simple formula for graphical functions of the (m, n) 'fishnet' topology. The result is conjectured from methods and properties of N = 4 Supersymmetric Yang-Mills Theory. For m, n > 1 the fishnet topology is inaccessible to the tools presented here. This indicates that much more powerful methods may exist for the calculation of graphical functions.
4.6.
From graphical functions to periods. There exist several options to derive Feynman periods from graphical functions.
First, one can specify the variable z in f (λ) G (z) to 0, 1, or ∞. In the case of the zig-zag graphs depicted in Figure 5 this method leads to a proof of a conjecture by D. Broadhurst and D. Kreimer in 1995 [7] . Theorem 4.8 (F. Brown, O. Schnetz, [21] ). The period of the graph Z n is given by
Second, in integer dimensions d ≥ 3 one can integrate f (λ) G (z) over the external variable z [49] . This effectively makes z an internal variable. For a general graph in integer dimensions this is the best method to calculate Feynman periods. It is used in [54] .
Third, in the case of dimensional regularization we need to treat the dimension d as a parameter and expand periods in 4 − ǫ 'dimensions' at ǫ = 0. Using the second method one obtains an integration measure of (z − z) 2−ǫ which does not expand in ǫ into GSVHs (see Sect. 4.7). One can resort to the following procedure to integrate over z: Add an edge of weight −1 between the external vertices 0 and z. Then, append an edge to the vertex z creating a new vertex z. Set z = 0 so that the newly appended edge cancels the previously added edge of weight −1. This integrates over z in any possibly non-integer dimension d. This method is used for perturbative calculations in dimensionally regularized φ 4 theory (see Sect. 4.9) [54] . It is also possible to devise a more direct method to perform 4 − ǫ dimensional integrations (private communication with E. Panzer). However, this is conceptually more demanding and in practice the method that appends an edge works quite well.
4.7.
Generalized single-valued hyperlogarithms. Many graphical functions can be expressed in terms of iterated integrals [25] . Although, by (G2) of Sect. 4.4, graphical functions have only singularities at 0, 1, and ∞ it turns out that single-valued multiple polylogarithms [10] (i.e. letters 0 and 1 in the iterated integrals) are too restrictive. Let us consider the following example (which shows the same mechanism although it is not a graphical function).
Example 4.9. let r > 0. Define (20) f (z) = log(zz/r) z − r/z .
Then f is real analytic on C\{0, ∞} because the zero locus z = r/z in the denominator is canceled by the numerator. By general principles, there should exist a single-valued primitive of f which also is real analytic on C \ {0, ∞}. By single-valuedness the primitive is determined up to a rational function in z. It is unique in the space of hyperlogarithms which vanish at 0.
We generalize the above example in the sense that we consider bilinear denominators in z and z (i.e. a + bz + cz + dzz, with a, b, c, d ∈ C). We require that non point-like zero loci in the denominator are canceled by the numerator. This leads to functions with point-like singularities, so that single-valuedness makes sense. We can construct single-valued primitives of single-valued functions leading to the space of generalized single-valued hyperlogarithms (GSVHs).
There also exist GSVHs with no singularities on the complex plane. A trivial example of this type is log(1 + zz/r) for r > 0. In the context of graphical functions, however, we have GSVHs of the type in Example 4.9. A QFT example of weight three is the single-valued primitive of 4iD(z)/(z − z) where D is the Bloch-Wigner dilogarithm (12) (see also [24] ). Figure 6 . The inductive construction of GSVHs by a commutative hexagon.
Let G be the space of GSVHs. Upon differentiation with respect to z and z we obtain the spaces (20) is in ∂ z G. We would like to construct an algorithm for single-valued integration in ∂ z G.
Functions in ∂ z G have expansions (15) and (16) for general z 0 ∈ C. The holomorphic residue res z0 is the coefficient c 0,−1,0 (z 0 ), whereas the anti-holomorphic residue res z0 is the coefficient c 0,0,−1 (z 0 ). let π 0 (π 0 ) be the projection onto the (anti-)residue free part,
An efficient method to obtain single-valued primitives relies on the commutative hexagon in Figure 6 , where sv stands for single-valued integration. The proof of the theorem will be in [51] . By virtue of Figure 6 we can express a single-valued primitive with respect to z also as a single-valued primitive with respect to z. Because single-valued integration in z (resp. z) equals ordinary integration up to an anti-holomorphic (resp. holomorphic) function, knowing both integrands determines the single-valued primitive up to a constant (which is fixed by the condition that the single-valued primitive vanishes at z = 0). Using integration by parts at the bottom right arrow in Figure 6 , we can reduce single-valued integration to lower weights.
If f ∈ ∂ z G has weight 0 then the integration from ∂ z ∂ z G to ∂ z G is purely rational. The single-valued integration of the residues (which has to be done separately) is trivial: The single-valued primitive of 1/(z − c) is log[(z − c)(z − c)] for any c ∈ C. for some anti-holomorphic g. Differentiation with respect to z yields
Using integration by parts on the second term we find sv −r log(zz/r) (zz − r) 2 dz = r log(zz/r) z(zz − r) − sv r zz(zz − r) dz.
Adding the two terms which remain to be integrated, the factor (zz − r) cancels (it has to) and we obtain
In fact, there is an ambiguity in form of a rational function in z. However, because the result has to be in ∂ z G, the ambiguity can only be an anti-residue and it is removed by the projection π 0 . The above expression has an anti-residue at z = 0 with value log(r). Subtraction yields
Using the commutative hexagon we obtain by integration with respect to z,
for some holomorphic function h. If we write (22) as hyperlogarithms in z with coefficients which are hyperlogarithms in z we get (21) with h(z) instead of g(z). (Alternatively we may treat z and z as independent variables in (22) and consider the limit z → 0.) We conclude that in this example h(z) = g(z) is a constant. This constant is zero because the single-valued integral is required to vanish at z = 0.
At four dimensions some (few) graphical functions exist which can be expressed in terms of ordinary single-valued multiple polylogarithms (see e.g. [21] ). A large majority of graphical functions which can be expressed in terms of iterated integrals are GSVHs which are not single-valued multiple polylogarithms. In 4 − ǫ 'dimensions' every nontrivial graphical function expands in ǫ with coefficients which are not single-valued multiple polylogarithms (but often GSVHs). 4.8. 4 − ǫ dimensions. We can use the parametric representation of graphical functions [31] to define graphical function for non-integer d. Using 4 − ǫ 'dimensions' regularizes graphical functions: Graphical functions that diverge in 4 dimensions may (and generically do) exist in 4 − ǫ dimensions.
Although general properties (G1) and (G2) in Theorem 4.4 remain valid, graphical functions in non-integer dimensions can hardly be calculated in terms of known functions. However, in QFT it suffices to know their Laurant expansions at ǫ = 0 to some (small) order in ǫ. For the Laurant coefficients (G3) holds and often they can be expressed in terms of GSVHs.
The main tool for constructing these coefficients is again appending edges (see Sect. 4.4). Equation (17) can be solved iteratively in powers of ǫ. However, in this approach we cannot directly use Lemma 4.6 to avoid the kernel of the differential operator. We first need to subtract poles at z = z 0 , z 0 ∈ {0, 1}, which are of order four (or higher) in |z − z 0 |. (Using completion an analogous subtraction is necessary at z 0 = ∞.) For these singular contributions we need exact results; it is not sufficient to know them to a limited order in ǫ. In a renormalizable QFT we only have to deal with 'logarithmic' Figure 7 ) we obtain the asymptotic expansions at z = z 0 by (23) f
whenever the right hand side exists. The asymptotic expansion at z = ∞ is given by
whenever the right hand side exists.
Note that on the right hand side of the above equations one has graphs with two external vertices (see (2) ). The calculation of their functions amounts to calculating periods (see Sect. 3) which is much simpler than the calculation of graphical functions. Equations (23) and (24) are formally obtained by rescaling some internal variables x i → x i |z| followed by a naive expansion in the integrand. The sum is over all possible ways to do this. In (rare) situations the right hand sides may fail to exist (although working in 4 − ǫ dimensions). In these cases we have no result for the asymptotic expansion of the left hand side.
In addition to appending edges there exists a variety of tools that allows one to calculate the ǫ-expansions of graphical functions in 4 − ǫ dimensions to low orders in ǫ [52] . 4.9. β, γ, γ m , and the self-energy in dimensionally regularized φ 4 theory. Most efficiently one calculates φ 4 renormalization functions in the minimal subtraction scheme of dimensional regularization [34] . The seven loop β function, anomalous dimension γ, and anomalous mass dimension γ m are (The Feynman graphs were generated with M. Borinsky's program feyngen [5] This confirms (and goes beyond) a recent six loop result by M.V. Kompaniets and E. Panzer [36] .
The six loop self-energy Σ is The analogous results for the O(n)-symmetric model have also been calculated. They are available in HyperlogProcedures [54] . With these results E. Panzer improved his QFT predictions for critical exponents in three dimensional statistical models (private communication, [36] ).
While eight loop calculations of the anomalous dimensions γ and γ m seem possible, an eight loop result for the β function demands serious determination. For the time being the author is not pursuing eight loop calculations.
4.10. The anomalous magnetic moment of the electron. So far, all results were obtained in the framework of massless bosonic φ 4 theory. How does the picture change for a physical gauge theory with massive fermions? An excellent test is the QED contribution to the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron a e where three orders in α/π are known [38] with a recent partial fourth order result by S. Laporta [39] .
In the f alphabet for MZVs with extensions by all sixth roots of unity we obtainwe use the letters g 6 to make the distinction to (3) which refers to a number subset which has no weight 1 letters g 6 1 ∼ = 2 log 2 and log 3 (the letter log 3 is absent in all known terms of a e ): In the f alphabet the Galois coaction (4) is deconcatenation. It is therefore easy to read off the Galois conjugates on the right hand side of the tensor product in the coaction. Up to weight three we only have the four Galois conjugates 1, π 2 , g Although this list follows from a three loop result it can be conjectured that the list is complete to all loop orders (see e.g. [17, 18] ). In general we expect that one is able to extract the complete list of Galois conjugates of weight ≤ n from an n loop result. In [39] Laporta presents an explicit result for the hyperlogarithmic part of the fourth order a e . The conversion into the f alphabet is given in [53] . It is similar to (29) with additional extensions of MZVs by fourth roots of unity. With f 4 2 ∼ = 2i Im Li 2 (i) we obtain the following six Galois conjugates of weight 4:
The result is preliminary because it does not contain the Galois conjugates of the non-hyperlogarithmic part of a e . It is also possible that Laporta's result misses some hyperlogarithmic terms (hidden in the non-hyperlogarithmic part). Because the coaction conjectures basically work graph by graph, it still makes sense to analyze the partial result [53] . The two most remarkable properties of the motivic structure of a e are (1) The Q vector spaces of Galois conjugates at given weight have very low dimensions. This is a strong sparsity property of QED, similar to the one found for P φ 4 . (2) The type of numbers in a e corresponds to what we found in P φ 4 . We have MZVs (g [41] can be calculated with [54] . See also [47] for explanations.
